
Oceanscape or Fish 



In the tradition style of the 
japanese wood block art we 
are going to create a vector 

oceanscape or a fish 

Your picture regardless of 
the option  you choose your 

art must have a 
- Foreground 
- Background

Lets start by finding some 
photos and collaging a 

composition in Photoshop



Paste into a letter sized file 
in photoshop

Edit >free transform



Once your image 
is collage and 
filled  now color 
correct the image 
and enhance the 
contrast



Image> adjustment> 
hue and saturation or 
color balance

Do this for all the 
layers.  Make sure the 
colors work well 
together and the image 
feels unified



Image> adj> brightness 
and contrast



Now that you have a picture 
composed its time to bring 
this to illustrator

Select> all

edit> copy merge



Create a letter sized file in 
illustrator

Edit > paste



Make sure the image 
fills the canvas

Duplicate the layer

Drag the layer on top of 
the plus sign 



Now choose the 
selection tool and 
click on the picture 
( be careful not to 
move it , we only 
want to select it)



effect> artistic> cutout

Choose the amount of 
levels that break down the 
picture into shapes of 
color and is still legible 



Lock both layers

Add a new layer



Choose an object in your 
piece or a thing ( like my lilly 
pad) and using your pen tool 
trace the contour edge 
creating a silhouette of the 
subject

Each shape or tracing must 
connect! If you use the pencil 
tool be careful



Once you have connected 
and finished the outline 

Choose the eyedropper tool

Click in the color that is 
covers the majority in the 
traced shape 

This will fill the shape with 
the color



Lock the layer

Toggle off the layer

So it goes invisible 



Add a new layer

Take the pen tool again  

Make sure there is no fill

And being to trace the shapes 
of the other colors ( like 
highlights and shadows) that 
are also on the subject your 
creating

Use the eyedropper tool when 
you have connected so it fills 
with the color



Continue to trace and 
build up more shapes 
until it begins to 
resemble the subject



Toggle off the penned out 
shapes and add a new layer

Now begin to build other 
objects on your picture.

You are going to use this 
building and layering of 
shape methods to create the 
entire artwork



Do not worry if you 
start to have a million 
layers it is ok!



Once you have 
filled up 
everything its time 
to start our line 
work.  

Lock up all the 
layers and toggle 
of all the shape 
layers so you can 
see your original 
photo layer



Choose your 
pencil tool



Start tracing the edges 
of things in your piece… 
do not worry about 
things connecting 

Feel free to add in any 
line work that enhances 
your piece ie patterns  
or texture .  



Now that you 
have traced 
everything 

Choose the 
overall 
selection tool 

Select > all

Then change 
the width 
profile of the 
lines 



Add back ( toggle on) all the shape 
layers 

Now you are done


